
GTCDA Weekly Weird Out Rules and Examples 

 

The GTCDA will be running a special contest during the course of the season. The first person to hit the 

Weekly Weird Out in a match will be entered into a drawing at the end of the season for a prize, valued 

at $100 maximum. 

 

1. The Weekly Weird Out will be posted to the GTCDA website and GTCDA Facebook page on 

Sunday or Monday (at the latest). 

2. The first person to hit the special out shot for each team during a match should comment the 

player’s name and team name on the GTCDA Facebook post for that week’s Out Shot. 

3. Once a player has hit the Weekly out shot for a team in the match, no other teammates are 

eligible for the remainder of that match. 

4. The Player must start their turn with the weekly out as their starting score. Players can not start 

with a different number and setup the weekly out shot with the first dart. 

 

Example 1: The Weird Weekly out shot is 39. 

A. Player 1 must have 39 remaining when they start their turn. Players may use all 3 darts in 

their turn to take out the 39. 

 

Example 2: The Weird Weekly out shot is 39. 

A. Player 1 has 59 when they start their turn. They hit a 20 with their first dart to setup a 39. 

This is not an eligible shot for the Weekly Weird out contest. They must have 39 when 

starting the turn. 

5. If a match has been rescheduled for a later date, please use the Weekly out shot for the original 

week the match was scheduled. 

6. The drawing for the season winner will be held at the banquet. Players do not need to be 

present to win. 


